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a What is enthalpy of conlbustion? How does it differ from the enthalpy of reaction?

b What is enthalpy of formation? How does it differ from the enthalpy of combustion?
OR

An insulated gas cylinder of volume 0.1 m3 contains air (an ideal gas) at 5000 kPa and L5 l2N{
300 K. The valve of the cylinder is opened allowing the air to escape till the air pressure

in the cylinder reaches 3000 kPa. Determine the temperature of the air left in the cylinder
and the mass of the air that escaped from the cylinder.

luNlrril
Aceteylene C2H2 is bumed with stoichiometric amount of air during a combustion Ll 12M
process,assume complete combustion determine air-fuel ratio on a mass basis and on a
mole basis.

OR
What are the approximate chemical composition of gasoline, LPG, diesel, natural gas

& methanol?

Ll 6M
Ll 6M

4a

b

6a

b

How presence of moisture in air does affects the outcome of a combustion process.

Octane c8h18 is br"rrnt with dry air. The volumetric analysis of the product on a dry basis L5 12M
is9.21 percent CO2,0.61 percent co,7.06 percent Oz and 83.12 percent Nz. Determine
air-fuel ratio and the percentage of theoretical air used.

Ll 4M

L5 8M

LI 8M

L3 4M

OR
How are the absolute entropy values of ideal gases at pressure different from I atm
determined?
Express the increase of entropy principle for chemically reacting system

luNrr-rvl
What are the factors affects the burner efficiency and give remedial action to overcome
those effects.

OR
8 What is mean hy vaporizing hurner? Explain its working with neat sketch.

Ll 12M

L2 12M

Ll I2N[

L2 12M

Define the principle of magneto Hydro
closed power cycle with neat sketch.

Explain with neat sketch the working
Generator.

Dynamic Generator and explain the working of

OR
of nuclear combined magneto Hydro Dynamic
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